Welcome to Fort Process 2018
Since the beginning Fort Process has always
had exploration at its heart, and this year
continues that core principle. However,
following a loose theme of invention and
discovery, our approach this time takes us a
little deeper. Many of the programmed artists
explore more microscopic and hidden aspects
of their environments, resulting in experiences
informed by finer nuances. Sonic and visual
work draws upon DNA, localised history and
the resonant qualities of rooms. We investigate
aeolian phenomena and unveil the normally
unseen and unheard forces of electricity.
In the interests of dynamics, of course, the
performance programme is as vast and varied
as ever, covering the cornerstones of improv,
experiments, dance and noise. On your
travels you’ll also find layered voices, pulsing
electronics and abstracted raves.
We would like to wish everyone attending
the festival a curious and mind opening trip
around the site, and with pleasure welcome
you once again to Fort Process.

Site information
Due to the nature of the fort and its safety
regulations, some of the spaces have a limited
capacity. You may have to wait to enter particular spaces if they have reached capacity,
so plan your day accordingly and please be
patient. Care should be taken when walking
around the site, especially on steps and on the
ramparts where there is uneven ground and
drops. If you require assistance please ask a
nearby steward who will be happy to help.
The entrance tunnel serves as the primary fire
escape, with a secondary exit located in the
Caponier tunnel. Children are to be supervised
at all times. No childcare facilities are provided.
There is no public wifi provided at the festival.

Getting home
Last trains from Newhaven Town station:
London terminals: 22:01 & 22:33 & 23:01 (faster
train)
Brighton: 22:01 & 22:33 & 23:01
Hastings: 22:33 & 23:33
Last buses to Brighton (the 12 from Eastbourne, via Newhaven Town rail station):
22:53 23.23 23.53
Local taxi services:
Newhaven Cabs 01273 510051
Centre Cabs 01273 611114
Ace Cabs 01273 512222
Fort address: Newhaven Fort, Fort Rise,
Newhaven, East Sussex, BN9 9DS.

Cash machines
There are no cash machines on site. The
nearest one is located in the town centre,
which is around a 15 minute walk from the
fort. Cash will be required to make purchases
from the merch stall (except for FP merch).
The food vendors and the bar can take cards.

Merchandise
A marketplace will be selling Fort Process
t-shirts, tote bags - and this year’s specially
commissioned Fort Processor noise synth! alongside items from the artists. You can find
the merch tent adjacent to the Romney Hut.

First Aid & Production Office
The first aid area is located in The Lost Fort the fourth room up from the entrance gate.
Our production office is based in the shop.

PERFORMANCE PROGRAMME

AJA

AJA is renowned for her very cathartic,
ritualistic live performances that mix unsettling noise, distressed screams, hand-made
electronics and found objects with industrial
beats and distorted drone. This combined
with a psycho-visceral, intense performance
challenges the audience by breaking down
barriers and pushing limits sonically and
visually.

Automatic Writing Circle

AWC play a ‘Ouija Instrument’ which utilises
the shadows of the performer’s hands to trigger field recordings, control sound synthesis,
and re-processes the performances of the
acoustic musicians. At Fort Process they
will perform a specially written piece called
Fortress for 3 Musicians which explores the
intersection between the musical territory
generated by the scores and the physical
and political territory created by the fortress.
It does this by interchanging the musical procedures of territorialisation, which
include modulation, sequence and repetition with documentary processes of listening
and recording, responding to the historical
effects of the presence and intentions of
Newhaven Fort. Find them in the car park.

Bell Lungs

A one-woman band who has been carving a
unique post-folk sound using layered vocals,
electric violin, guitar, tuned percussion, field
recordings and effects. Shifting transcendental soundscapes set a backdrop for
snippets of songs, musing upon rural idylls,
post-industrial heartlandsandonline culture
infused with psychedelic and improvisational elements.

Blanc Sceol

Rhombos - a project, by Stephen Shiell &
Hannah White. “The sound of thunder
underground is borne on the air”. Listen out
throughout the day and around the fort for
an exploration of whirring voices, resonating
the tunnels and grass banks with ancient
sound devices, deep listening into the past
and our collective ancestral musical history.

Brighton Modular Meet

BMM will be curating the ROC Nuclear
Defence room and will have various modular
systems installed: audio, video and oscillographic combinations with a rolling performance and installation schedule throughout
the day.

David Thomas Broughton

Gravitating around contemporary British folk
music, Broughton’s songwriting influences
would be fairly easy to identify. The familiarity ends there though, as his unique take on
his craft has him sabotaging the traditions of
his roots. Using looping techniques, calculated chaos and a singular approach to live
performance, this is folk music abstracted
into something complex, beautiful and
engrossing.

Bunty

Kassia Zermon’s Bunty persona was created
in 2006, a one-woman show built on tiny,
miniscule samples of unheard languages,
textures and tunes. The playfulness of performance is set in loops, stretching and illuminating sounds and casting them into rhythm
through “a machine that could collect them
all together, electro-shooting them out of
her mouth as if by fucking magic”.

Rhys Chatham

Rhys Chatham had his musical education in
the world of ‘60s New York minimalism, then
later found his own direction by mixing this
with the raw energy of the downtown No
Wave sound. In terms of scale his work has
covered the extremes, from a piece for 400
massed electric guitars to solo explorations;
it is the latter he will be performing at Fort
Process, a piece involving phased trumpet
and guitar loops called Pythagorean Dream,
named after the guitar tuning it employs.

Jez riley French and Pheobe riley
Law
Jez and Pheobe will make use of tape, live
geophone signals, surface resonance via
contact microphones and amplified objects
from the fort, alongside recent recordings of
ensembles resonating buildings from Jez’s
Salts project. This latest collaboration continues their “interference of objects” series
of intuitive compositions referencing gesture
and material.

Ana Gutieszca

Ana is a visual and sound artist born in the
dry lands of the Coahuila desert in Mexico.
Drawing is at the core of her work. Her background in visual arts and music has influenced her approach to the sonic field, where
she sculpts the unfathomable boundaries of
drawing through the creation of analog and
digital instruments, the sonification of graphite and its deconstruction into performance
art. She is a founder of Third Space, a gallery
Helsinki, where she curates the Sound Room
project.

Isn’tses

Isn’tses are London based duo Lisa McKendrick and Tim Drage. Both perform solo on
the edges of the noise scene with a heavily
performative live presence. Tim has a long
history in harsh noise and circuit-bending as
Cementimental, with countless cassette and
CD releases. Lisa performs both song-based
and experimental music as Listen Lisse and
Ninja Riot. Their combined act is an AV
extravaganza of self-built circuits, hardware
video synthesis, costumes and illuminated
devices used to interact with the audience.

For Fort Process they have designed a special
Newhaven Fort shaped synthesiser which is
available from the merch stall.

Niko Karlsson

Coming from Turku, Finland, Niko Karlsson’s
music explores drones, guitar improvisations
and songform. He likens it to “an attempt
in creating an environment for contemplation”. Niko is also a founding member of the
Himera collective, who organise concerts of
experimental and underground music in
Turku.

Kyoka

Kyoka’s otherworldly electronic music drifts
between abstract computer songs and
frenetic, chaotic techno. Her early work used
tape manipulation as the primary medium.
Moving on to synthesisers and computers,
her developing sound soon attracted the
attention of record labels. Having eventually found a home on the renowned Raster
imprint, she now sits at the forefront of
experimental dance music.

The Larsens

The Larsens are an experimental feminist
choir, exploring a woman’s experience
utilising the voice, feedback and electronic
effects. Feedback is a piece which aims
to recreate the experience of a woman
dissecting her own body, in the subliminal,
pervasive way that women experience hundreds of times a day. Recordings of women
talking to or about their bodies have been
collected and incorporated into the piece.
After the initial 30 minute performance,
audience members are invited one by one to
experience the resulting installation from the
centre of the room.

Grischa Lichtenberger

Grischa is a multidisciplinary experimental
artist living in Berlin, known for his involvement in a variety of arts such as writing,
graphics, installations, video and music. Grischa’s dancefloor sets tumble between funky,
highly energetic beats, trembling melodies
and aggressive sound design.

Map 71

Combining the words of artist Lisa Jayne with
the productions of Andy Pyne, Map 71 bring
together sinister ritual percussion and sparse
electro textures with a voice racing between
surreal demons and earthy anxiety. Lisa Jayne
is a regular on the Brighton poetry scene and
the originator of chaos improv unit Ringlock.
Andy Pyne records as Ugly Animal and has
played drums with Medicine & Duty, West Hill
Blast Quartet, Kellar, Shrag, Black Neck Band
and many others.

Marlo Eggplant

Originally from Baltimore, Marlo De Lara is now
UK based and a prominent figure in a thriving and diverse international scene of female
experimental music performers. With an intuitive command of minimal instrumentation,
including processed autoharp and contact
microphones, Marlo’s sparsely structured notes
and layered static textures build into sonically
dense drone improvisations.

Más Hangok

Más Hangok is Guoda Dirzyte, from Lithuania.
She plays a handmade instrument that is a
crossover between the Japanese shamisen
and the western cello, with experimental
percussive and plucked techniques providing a
unique sonic experience.

Joshua Legallienne

Joshua Legallienne is an artist exploring the
sonic qualities of everyday materials, creating
high-fidelity sound without the use of loudspeakers, electronics, or conventional sources
of energy. Legallienne’s work is unmediated, exploring notions of intimacy through
an investigation of the relationship between
environmental phenomena and the physical
properties of raw materials.

The Mysterious Monopole

A crunch and scrape artist working primarily
through the medium of Ryvita. Using both its
physical texture and its symbolic properties as
a ‘condoned’ foodstuff for women, the Mysterious Monopole brings together questions of
noise and gender in ways that veer between
the baffling and the confrontational.

Rie Nakajima

Rie is a Japanese artist working with
installations and performances that produce
sound. Her works are most often composed
in direct response to unique architectural
spaces using a combination of kinetic
devices and found objects.

Ned Rush

Ned Rush is a composer, producer, z-list
YouTube personality and sound designer/
developer. Live shows are improvised affairs
- beats are turned into playdough and
musical refrains are gone before they’ve had
a chance to breathe, all borrowing aesthetics
from electro-acoustic music, breakcore,
musique concrete and noise, plus immersive
visuals created in real-time using custom
MaxMSP Jitter patches.

New Interpretations Orchestra

NIO formed in 2017 to explore new and
existing contemporary music scores.
Cobra (John Zorn) is based on a strategy
game - it was conceived as a system with
detailed rules but with no preconceived
sequence of events.
Play (Christian Wolff) is part of Wolff’s Prose
Collection from the early ‘60s and consists of
indications for playing and soundmaking.
Listen (Chris Parfitt) explores the experience
of how we listen and interpret a common
experience.
Ebb and Flow (Chris Parfitt) not only responds to the architecture and acoustics of
the fort but is dependent on the participation from festival goers. It includes references to the fort history and Sussex folk song.

ORE

Originator of the truly singular genre ‘tuba
doom’, Sam Underwood’s ORE masterfully
eke out corporeal, atmospheric drone.
Performances have occurred in a variety of
spaces, and for Fort Process the evocative
and contrasting environments of the
Caponier and Grand Magazine will provide
the settings.

Pickett Improv

Picket Improv are a music and dance
improvisation group based in Brighton and
directed by Hannah Pickett. The group

formed in 2016 and have performed pop up
and informal improvisation performances.

redhookgrainterminal

redhookgrainterminal is the work of sound artist and experimental composer Jordan Edge.
Using experiments with industrial objects,
raw materials and spaces, Edge manipulates
the medium through which sound travels,
creating sonic environments that explore the
physical and psychological effects of noise on
the human body and mind. Utilising self-built
instrumentation, developed latex, industrial
fans, metal housings and processed vocals, he
assaults the audience with crushing rhythmic noise pierced with sublime composed
sequences.

Ritual Extra

Hailing from Finland and France, the group
Ritual Extra work with slow, cyclical movements to create resonating textures that flow
between silence and sound. Julien Chamla’s
prepared drum skins and low, broken down
rhythms accompany Lauri Hyvärinen’s acoustic
minimalism and Tuukka Haapakorpi’s frail
tenor voice. Each player follows a trajectory of
their own, sometimes encompassing one another resulting in sketches of durational silence
or a vague pop melody.

Shatner’s Bassoon

Since their formation in 2010, Leeds-based
five-piece Shatner’s Bassoon have developed a
way of making music that combines exceptionally tight written arrangements with wideopen improvisations. Impossibly abstract time
signatures and wild musical shifts create a
sense of madness in their jazz oriented pieces,
which stray far from normality.

Silence Blossoms

The music of this Swedish / English trio pulls
together a set of sensibilities that might seem
unlikely bedfellows at first - the folk leanings of
Hanna Olivegren’s vocals, Gus Loxbo’s generative sound-making, and Sam Andreae’s improv
horn - but there is something undeniably moving about the unique sound world they create.

Slow Listener

Newhaven resident Robin Dickinson is a long
time purveyor of quality tapes and audio curi-

osities. Slow Listener has expanded his palette
from the degraded tape sourced sound world
of his Exotic Pylon releases to a more precise
practice based around digital samples.

Tasos Stamou

Tasos is an electroacoustic music composer
and performer, electronic music instrument
maker, tutor and sound technologist. He plays
instruments such as prepared zither, reeds,
recorders and objects, along with handmade
electronics, modular synthesizer systems and
processed feedback loops. Based on sustained
tonal textures and free improvised instrumental solos, his live compositions create a particular and unique atmosphere of ritual noise.

Tap/Sew

A high drama duet of sewing machine and
tap dance. Scissors on thread; needle through
cotton; metal via body on floor. The sounds
of the machine and tones of the floor played
out in tap, creating pace, tempo and rhythm
in repetition and unification. “The escapism of
showbiz with the repetitive labour of industry…”

Jobina Tinnemans

Page turning, knitters, hedge trimmers, kung
fu and Shakespeare all have featured in Jobina
Tinnemans’ compositions. For Fort Process she
is presenting Panoramic Scores - large scale,
wall-sized pieces that liberate the score from
its book format. The score wraps through a
space and the performers walk alongside it to
play their parts. Performances are scheduled
for the Caponier and Central Gun Emplacement, and for the Caponier performance we
recommend you arrive 10 minutes before the
performance as space is limited.

UKAEA

UKAEA is a mysterious group of performers,
who attempt to recreate a ritual framework
from disparate, unconnected scraps of the
past, as perceived after some kind of event
horizon or year zero. Previous rituals have been
said to involve naked people dripping in paint,
occult-looking headdresses, a violin, a djembe,
generative software, modular synths, percussion, peculiar projections, chanting, reactive
lighting, etc. As the polyrhythmic percussion
and feverish, mind-altering noise progresses,
individual input becomes re-assimilated and

a group mindset emerges. Then things get
intoxicatingly weird. The physical and spatial
elements envelop the audience, and an otherworldly energy starts to flow.

Tetsuya Umeda

Experimenting with objects that he sources
from the space he is performing in, Tetsuya
sets up a dialogue with the building - in
this case the fort’s Romney Hut. He often
uses gravity, extremes of temperature, light,
shadow, wind, centrifugal force and falling
objects to create unstable and unpredictable
conditions that he then plays with.

Voces Castrum

The newly formed renaissance polyphony
group Voces Castrum will be performing
pieces in the myriad nooks and crannies of the
fort.

Well Hung Game

In this baritone sax, bass clarinet and electronics duo’s work the saxophone is fed into and
manipulated by a mixing desk and effects
creating a volatile sound world. They operate
in the world delimited by free jazz, noise and
free improvisation.

INSTALLATION PROGRAMME

Mark Anderson
Phantom Field

Twenty one wind synthesisers create a swirling buffeting soundscape. Festival goers are
welcome to move freely within the triangular
field, immersed in a sea of electronic harmonies as the rising and falling sound flows in and
through it. The sails of the wind synths twist
and turn in relation to the slightest change
in wind direction, giving a dynamic visual
representation of the movement and intensity
of the currents.

Stephan Barrett & Adam Kinsey
Littoral Transmissions

Littoral Transmissions is a piece based around
the idea of recreating a sonically imagined
coastline. The artists use this as a focus for
their diverse interests in free improvisation,
site-specific performance, transmission art,
field recording, explorations of London’s
edgelands (the River Lea, Wanstead Flats,
Walthamstow wetlands and Rainham Marshes
amongst others) and travels further afield.
They combine live improvisations involving
modular synth, clarinet and experiments with
contact mics, hydrophones and found objects
with layers of recorded sound created using
cassette tape loops and various forms of digital
playback.

Adam Basanta
A Room Listening to Itself

Adam Basanta is a Canadian sound artist known for his very pared-down, elegant
approach to examining acoustic space. In A
Room Listening to Itself, sound is produced
through amplification techniques which
“make audible” the physical relationships between microphones, reclaimed speaker cones,
and the surrounding acoustic environment of
the space.

Mike Blow
Arpgeggi
Peace Project
Aeolius

Mike Blow is bringing three pieces that
explore an idea of ‘automatic music’ - interactive installations which respond to (or
are played by) the audience, weather-driven
work, and improvised performance. Automatic music encapsulates ideas of generative systems, self organisation and feedback.
Peace Project and Aeolius are both interactive pieces - feel free to get involved.

Fay Burnett
Pylon

Pylon is an interactive acoustic sound
sculpture formed of a pair of aluminium
conical structures suspended in scaffolding
towers, positioned opposite each other some
distance apart. Speaking quietly into the
brass funnel on one side, the corresponding
user will hear clearly listening into the brass
funnel of the other structure - a phenomena similar to a tin can ‘telephone’ or the
Denge sound mirrors. Pylon amplifies and
channels the user’s voice and the sounds of
the surroundings, an invitation to all ages to
discover their own voice, another’s voice, and
the voice of a landscape.

Cécile Chevalier + Chris Kiefer
Listening Mirrors

Listening Mirrors is a sound art installation and instrument that promotes shared
modes of musical expression for musicians
and non-musicians alike. The instrument,
in its construction and interaction design,
investigates ways in which collective sonic
expression can be made possible using
Audio Augmented Reality technology (AAR)

and acoustic mirrors, whilst exploring how
such environments promote collaborative sonic expression. Listening Mirrors is
composed of a virtual acoustic mirror (an IOS
app built with OpenFrameworks, LibPD with
bone-conduction headphones) and a parabolic acoustic mirror - built from aluminum
metal sheets, piano wires and 3D printed
joints, brought under tension with double
bass strings, bending each piano wire and
aluminum sheet to form its parabolic shape
- all networked and excited by transducers
that stream sound from the real and virtual
sonic environments.

Copper Sounds

Copper Sounds presents the culmination
of a self directed residency in Newhaven,
investigating how the location’s history is
recorded within the environment. Using
turntables, contact mics, effects units and
sound manipulation they reveal hidden audible narratives within the natural and man
made objects/records. The group of objects
will play independently for the majority of
the event until the Copper Sounds duo join
the installation to further amplify, extract
and manipulate the records of Newhaven.

Guoda Dirzyte
Skaņas Laukums

Guoda Dirzyte aka Gong Girl is a Lithuanianborn experimental musical instrument designer, composer and sound artist. This year
at Fort Process she is presenting an interactive, kinetic installation / experimental musical instrument. The artwork itself is based
on landline phone bells and string and
metal constructions which are controlled by
various DC motors. This installation aims to
involve the public in a sonic exploration of
the space and provides the audience with a
chance to control the original source of the
sound.

Disinformation
National Grid

Disinformation’s National Grid is a sub-bass
installation sourced either from the ambient
very low frequency (VLF) radio field radiated
by electricity pylons and mains circuits, or

directly from the output cables of mains
transformers. The long wavelengths associated with these frequencies interact
with and articulate acoustically live exhibition spaces, producing pronounced and
dramatic standing waves, equivalent to
stationary pond-ripples. Audience members interact with and play these sounds,
by the simple act of exploring the auditory
space.

Max Eastley

Max Eastley’s contribution to sonic art
history is undeniable. His philosophical
approach towards sound-based sculpture
has inspired generations of artists working
within sound art and experimental music.
We are delighted to welcome him back to
Fort Process following a commission in the
first year of the festival. This time around
Max has produced an aeolian piece which
is situated on the highest point of the site,
augmented with amplification.

Jordan Edge
Singing Polymers

Singing Polymers represents unconventional materials such as developed metal
and latex coinciding with the natural environment, heightening the methodology
of causal listening. This aeolian sculpture
highlights the subtle physicalities within
the weather, amplifying the fluctuations in
environmental change to develop an understanding of sound in the here and now.
This work invites you to heighten your
listening, hearing the details captured in
wind movement, rainfall and your already
existing soundscape.

Alice Eldridge + Chris Kiefer
Feedback Cell++

Feedback Cell ++ is the experimental
luthiary and performance project of Chris
Kiefer and Alice Eldridge. Performance
experiments in different contexts inspire
the ongoing evolution of hybrid, hacked
feedback cellos that are fitted with sensors and transducers, turning them into
interactive, self-resonating systems. The
feedback cello is thoroughly lively; playing

is a process of negotiating dynamic resonant
forces rather than actuating and controlling more or less passive strings. In this
durational performance, a further degree of
uncontrol is introduced by mixing live audio
feeds from around the site into the feedback
pathway. The expanded time and space
gives a chance to sink into deeply intuitive, meditative states that playing with this
assemblage of space-place-human-digitalelectronic-instrument inspires and enjoins.
Spectral drones both sweet and brutal are
emitted.

Fiery Biscuits String Section

The aim of FBSS is to turn the fort itself into
a musical instrument, repurposing the cast
iron fittings of the HMS Aggressive and Moncrieff gun emplacements as if they were the
headstock and bridge of some enormous
ex-military zither. Other parts of the fort will
attempt to become gigantic guitars. You are
very welcome to get involved in this experiment – plug in a pick up, pick up a bow, have
a scrape and pluck…. see what happens….

Kathy Hinde and Matthew
Olden
Luminous Birds
Twittering Machines

Kathy Hinde’s Luminous Birds and Twittering Machines utilise software designed by
Matthew Olden. Luminous Birds animates
a flock of origami-style birds suspended
overhead. Positioned in a long line, they
illuminate in turn to create the illusion of
animated flight, accompanied by spatialised
sounds composed from distorted pianos and
bells. Humankind maintains an ongoing fascination with attempts to decipher, understand and categorise birdsong and animal
communication. Twittering Machines plays
with birdsong imitation, translation, message sending, encryption, interference and
miscommunications. These works have been
commissioned and supported by Cryptic
(2016 and 2017), Kidderminster Arts Festival
(2015), Töne Festival (2014) and Cove Park
(2017).

Jason Hotchkiss
Tesla Coil Organ
Chaos Matrix

Jason Hotchkiss is a Brighton-based noise
maker and inventor of electronic kits and
devices for musicians, with two new installations appearing at Fort Process. The
Tesla Coil Organ produces high voltage
electrical arcs that give out musical tones.
This is an interactive exhibit controlled by
visitors - at a respectful distance! Chaos
Matrix is a hands-on installation that
visualises, in a grid of lights, patterns of
interference between a set of individually
tuned audio oscillators. Flickering chaos
locks into stable patterns, which then melt
back to visual noise as tuning knobs are
adjusted. A kind of audio-visual synaesthesia results as the patterns of harmony and
discord are seen in the playing of the lights
and heard in the drone of the oscillators.

KiRa +
Accord

KiRa + is a collaborative project between
artist Kira Zhigalina, engineer Adrian Godwin and sound designer Andrey Novikov.
Accord was designed in consideration
of the history of the fort and it having a
coastal radar site built outside, a radar
based installation re-interprets the use of
a radar systems from detecting enemies
to creating a connecting participatory
experience. Our interpretation of the stars,
and connection to the wider universe
has throughout histories been a uniting
theme across all nations. In Accord people
become planets and explore their relationship to each other in a micro universe.

Jack Lister
Flood the Box

Flood the Box is an interactive sound
sculpture that explores the use of water
as an input medium for generative music,
harnessing the sonic complexity offered
by digital audio software with a hardware interface featuring minimal user
control. Three burettes drip water onto a
plate – the droplets from each are picked
up as signals via a capacitive sensor and

processed by a bespoke Pure Data patch
that generates MIDI data to control sounds
in Ableton Live.

Daniel W J Mackenzie

Mackenzie’s work spans various disciplines,
gravitating mainly towards music and sound
art but with a lean towards the sculptural
and conceptual. He has appeared internationally as an exhibiting and performing
artist, and is inspired by emotional intensity, distant psychological states and travel
between contrasting environments. Recent
work has explored a dissolution of forms,
obscuring the boundary between installation and performance, and as such his
artistic contribution to Fort Process remains
an unknown quantity.

Louise Mackenzie
Tentacular Resonances

Louise Mackenzie uses sound and new media to investigate our relationship with lively
materials. At Fort Process, she will explore
the entanglement of resonance and form.
Using DIY technology, copper, blown glass
and local seawater, she has constructed a
network of vessels that when approached
impart signals that resonate beneath a
central organ. Although not scientifically
calculated, this resonance is theoretically
sufficient to allow extra-cellular DNA to be
taken up by microorganisms naturally occurring in the seawater through horizontal gene
transfer. The more that the peripheral vessels are stimulated, the more likely genetic
information will be transferred between
organisms, thus through cultural interaction,
new life may emerge.
Towards the end of the evening, Mackenzie
will take a portion of seawater back to the
ocean and release it into the waves, symbolically committing to our inescapable cultural
entanglement with the wider environment.
Tentacular Resonances is supported by
Generator Projects Dundee, the University of
Northumbria, the University of Sunderland
and the National Glass Centre, Sunderland

Maria Marzaioli
PWM

Maria’s work is centred around improvisation and uses sound to explore our
relationship with landscapes, encouraging
the re-evaluation of mundane or familiar
spaces through soundwalks, maps and
field recordings. PWM is a video installation which uses movement and prime
numbers as compositional tools to capture
the moment of invention. Created from
film and audio recordings taken during an
improvisation event, four televisions each
play a different looped film of augmented
video and music. The films are 2, 3, 5 and
7 minutes long - the first four prime numbers – creating a changing audio-visual
experience which does not repeat for 210
minutes. Maria performs with Slum of
Legs, The Academy of Sun and solo under
the moniker YOU&TH and is a collaborator
in the Brighton improv scene.

Katie McCallum and Karl M V
Waugh
A Conjecture on Space

Katie McCallum and Karl M V Waugh’s
A Conjecture On Space is a sculptural
artwork that is interactive and contains
generative visuals and noise. It explores
the abstract construction, physical rendering and interior relationships of mathematics, the architectural nature of the
paper (made up of theorems, lemmas and
conjectures), the chalk and blackboard of
its presentation, and the ever-present voice
of the lecturer in a lecture performing
knowledge to students. You are invited to
come and draw, but it will take on a life of
its own.

Dan Powell

Dan Powell is a Brighton based sound
artist who uses handmade and proprietary electronics, tuned percussion and a
variety of acoustic instruments. His work
examines the relationship between physical objects, the landscape they exist in,
and human interventions in that space.
How do we construct a history? Why do
we feel the need to choose which objects

represent that history, and how do we arrange them? His aim with this piece is to
look inside the cracks and liminal spaces
between history, and personal and collective
memory.

Nicholas Ritson
Buchla Krell Patch

This is a self playing patch on Buchla’s Music
Easel. A random voltage is put on the decay
of an envelope to effect the length of notes
automatically. The composer Todd Barton
ran with this idea on the Buchla 200 using
multiple envelopes with either attacks,
decays or both being randomly controlled,
leading to more complex self-writing
compositions. He named it the Krell Patch,
possibly as the sounds are reminiscent of the
music for the film Forbidden Planet, which
tells of an extinct race of advanced beings of
the planet Altair IV known as the Krell.

Jez Stevens
[Play>Head]

Jez Stevens is an artist and musician based
in Portsmouth where he occasionally curates
the irregular SHNDG events. [Play>Head] invites you to take your device and travel backwards and forwards through the timeline
laid out for you. Listen intently to the materials used to construct the building round you.
Find the patterns and collaborate with your
fellow travellers. Record your sensing journey
in the journal.

Jeph Vanger
Sφera

Jeph Vanger is an award-winning sound
designer and electronic composer from
Greece. Sφera pays tribute to the mournful foghorn, using original recordings from
the performance Foghorn Requiem (2013),
where 50 ships sounded their horns to a
score informed by the landscape and the
physical distance of sound. The piece utilises
loudspeaker design experiments and 3D
audio through a hand-built multicell horn
speaker, subwoofer and the Sonible IKO
ambisonic speaker.

Julian Weaver
Outwork

Commissioned especially for Fort Process,
Outwork proposes a new defensive imaginary for Newhaven Fort; one in which it can
monitor sonic events across the locale.
‘The uninspected deteriorates’, Eisenhower
once wrote. At Newhaven Fort, Outwork’s
provision for coastal audition supplements
the nearby National Coastalwatch station;
established in 1994 to brace a ‘modernised’
Coastguard. As an analog device for neritic
overhearing, Outwork anticipates the sound
mirrors and ground-to-air communications
experiments of the early C20. Drawing on
late C19 design, Outwork retrospectively
equips the Fort with mid-range acoustic
sensing, expanding its design for control over
the near distance by vision.

TALKS

Joe Banks
Rorschach Audio

An exploration of the art and science of
psychoacoustic ambiguities. Part detective
story, part artistic and cultural critique, Joe
will lift the lid on an array of fascinating and
under-examined perceptual and political
phenomena. If you have an interest in the
following then get your seat early: air-traffic
control, anechoic chambers, artificial oxygen
carriers, audio art, bell-ringing, cocktail
parties, cognitive science, communications
interference, compost, the death penalty,
Electronic Voice Phenomena, evangelism,
evolutionary biology, experimental music,
ghosts, the historiography of art, illusions of
sound and illusions of language, lip-reading
jokes, nuclear blast craters, predictive
texting, singing hair, sonic archives, sound
design, steam trains, tinnitus, the Turing Test,
Victorian blood painting, visual depth and
space perception, ultrasonic visual music,
ventriloquism, voices and warehouse fires
and robberies.

Dirk Campbell
Music and Dance in Remote
Antiquity

In this fully illustrated talk Dirk Campbell will
explore fascinating connections between
the ancient and modern worlds of the
Mediterranean and Middle East, and play
examples on a large number of traditional
and reconstructed musical instruments.

Jamie Ward
The Kaleidoscopic World of
Synaesthesia

Jamie Ward explores the fascinating world
of synaesthesia in which music can be experienced as a kaleidoscopic pattern of moving
colours, shapes and textures. He will explain
what causes synaesthesia and how it has influenced, and continues to influence, music
and the visual arts and – perhaps – you will
discover your own hidden synaesthesia.

VISUAL MEDIA

Ursula Damm
Transits

Ursula Damm’s work spans a multitude of
disciplines, reaching into abstract sculpture,
cybernetic installations and environmental
sound. She has worked extensively with
generative visual media, resulting in video
pieces that have been installed in galleries
and public spaces. Transits uses source material filmed over 24 hours at Aeschenplatz
in Basel, manipulated via careful coding to
create a woozy, hypnotic experience of motion in an everyday setting.

Bartosz Dylewski

Bartosz creates custom tools for real time
and generative, sound triggered abstract
visuals. His influences include constructivism, Bauhaus, early computer art, pixel and
glitch art. He returns to Fort Process to once
again mastermind the live, sound responsive
projections that enliven the Romney Hut.

Sam Hewitt

Sam Hewitt appears to be a multi-media
artist. He also seems to be a well regarded
oil painter and his works are said to be in
collections around the world. He may be
interested in human conscious and unconscious awareness as it manifests in our
relational physicality. Sam will be moving
around the fort making a series of paintings.
Setting up wherever seems right and painting people, their shadows and how they are
with Fort Process. Do approach him if you
would like to sit for a portrait. His work often
uses layering of subjects to represent different levels of consciousness. These paintings
will form the basis of a new collection to be
shown later in the year. Sam was a visitor to
the first Fort Process in 2014 and took great
inspiration from what he found there.

Semiconductor
Parting the Waves

Semiconductor is UK artist duo Ruth Jarman and Joe Gerhardt. They make visually
and intellectually engaging artworks which
explore the material nature of our world and
how we experience it through the lens of
science and technology, questioning how
these devices mediate our experiences.

Frances Young

Frances Young is a UK-based artist working
with moving image. Her work explores areas
between stasis and movement, the interplay
between image and sound, and a shifting
relation between medium and temporal representation. She uses a variety and
hybridity of recording media and processes
with an interest in the conditions of materiality, dematerialisation, and meta-materiality
that these processes reveal. At Fort Process
she will be showing recent works which
animate the still photographic – including
Compression-Expansion-Phasing and Holding & Not Holding (2017), alongside earlier
analogue video pieces created at the Experimental Television Center in New York.

Lost Property
Fort Process has been curated and coordinated by Lost Property Arts Collective,
a not-for-profit arts organisation based in
Brighton.
info@lost-property.org.uk
www.lost-property.org.uk
@lostpropertyco
Lost Property are: Graham Newbury, Geoff
Reader, Alistair Strachan, Daniel Mackenzie,
Lorah Pierre, Sara Jane Glendinning, Martin
Chick, John Warr and Bill Fairhill.
Photography: Agata Urbaniak
Videography: Agata Urbaniak and Wendy Short
Live visuals: Bartosz Dylewski
Web design: Alistair Strachan
Graphic design: Daniel Mackenzie & Alistair
Strachan

Media Partners
The Wire
CLOT Magazine
totallyradio

Digital Music & Sound Arts,
University Of Brighton
The Lost Property team have selected a range
of works from recent graduates from this
course to feature at this year’s Fort Process.

totallyradio
The festival will be live-streamed at www.
totallyradio.com, where Lost Property also have
a regular show called The Damping Wells.
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Charm of Sound
The Helsinki-based sound art collective Charm
of Sound have curated three of this edition’s
acts: Ana Gutieszca, Ritual Extra and Niko
Karlsson. Thanks to Tuukka Haapakorpi for his
work in arranging this, and to Kone Foundation
for funding it.

